
capstone classics

Meet the  
new classics!
neW for spring 2021

from the same bestselling series as 
thinK & GROw Rich and  
the aRt OF waR halF a 

MilliOn cOPies nOw sOlD!



these collectible, hardback editions include insightful introductions 

by series editor and self-help expert tOM ButleR-BOwDOn. tom is an 

authority on classic texts and connects the content of the books With 

the concerns of modern readers.

stunninG cOllectaBle 
haRDBacK BOOKs 

the cOMMunist ManiFestO: 
the POlitical classic
karl marx and friedrich engels

The Communist Manifesto is one of the most important 
political texts in history. its stirring and even poetic 
language helped it become a vital document in the spread 
of socialist ideas. karl marx & friedrich engels argued that 
exploitation and suffering will not end until the whole class 
structure, which ensures people are treated as profitable 
commodities, is destroyed. marx’s Das Capital provides 
the theory behind socialism, but it was The Communist 
Manifesto that sparked revolutions.

The Communist Manifesto: The Political Classic is a must-
have for readers interested in political history and will be of 
great value to everyone interested in the key questions of 
radical politics today.

9780857088765 • February 2021

utOPia: the inFluential classic
thomas more

thomas more (1477 - 1535) remains one of the most 
enigmatic thinkers in history, due to the enduring mysteries 
surrounding his best-known work, utopia.

in his socio-political work, more writes of a traveller’s 
account of a newly discovered island in which the 
inhabitants share a common culture and way of life. as the 
traveller describes the harmony, equality, and prosperity 
of the island, a dramatic contrast is drawn between his 
imagined community and the very real poverty, crime and 
political corruption of 16th century europe.

in utopia, more explores topics such as crime, 
punishment, education, multi-religion societies, divorce, 
euthanasia and women’s rights, making the book as 
relevant today as it was 500 years ago.

9781119754381 • February 2021
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aBOut tOM ButleR-BOwDOn

tom butler-bowden was working as a political adviser in australia when, at 25, he read stephen covey’s 

The 7 Habits of Highly Effective People. captivated by it and other books in the personal development 

field, he left his career to write the bestselling 50 Self-Help Classics, the first guide to the personal 

development literature and a winner of the benjamin franklin award. 

letteRs FROM a stOic:  
the ancient classic
seneca

throughout the centuries, seneca has been admired as 
one of the greatest writers of antiquity. he has a way of 
expressing stoic philosophy that makes it seem just as 
relevant to life today as it was two thousand years ago. 
seneca taught that we should remain grounded in the 
present moment by being fully aware of the impermanence 
of life.

in being clear-sighted and dealing with adversity head-on, 
it’s possible to live a life of meaning and contentment in the 
here and now, truly enjoying nature, art, friends and loved 
ones. the rise and rise in popularity of stoic philosophy 
has made seneca’s letters bedside reading for many.

9781119751359 • March 2021

a ROOM OF One’s Own:  
the FeMinist classic
Virginia Woolf

A Room of One’s Own, is one of Virginia Woolf’s 
most influential works and is widely recognized for its 
extraordinary contribution to the women’s movement.

based on a lecture given at girton college, cambridge, it 
is one of the great feminist polemics, ranging in its themes 
from Jane austen and charlotte brontë to the silent fate of 
shakespeare’s gifted (imaginary) sister and the effects of 
poverty and sexual constraint on female creativity.

9780857088826 • March 2021
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only £9.99 / €11.30 / $13.99!



halF a MilliOn cOPies nOw sOlD!
alsO availaBle:

9781906465599
Think and Grow 
Rich: The Original 
Classic
napoleon hill

9780857080097
The Art of War:  
The Ancient 
Classic
Sun Tzu

9780857080783
The Prince:  
The Original 
Classic
niccolo machiavelli

9780857080776
The Wealth of 
Nations: The 
Economics Classic
adam smith

9780857083111
Tao Te Ching:  
The Ancient 
Classic
Lao Tzu

9780857083135
The Republic:  
The Influential 
Classic
plato 

9780857088468 
Meditations: The 
Philosophy Classic
marcus aurelius

9780857088475 
On the Origin 
of Species: The 
Science Classic
charles darwin

9780857088482 
Beyond Good 
and Evil: The 
Philosophy Classic
Friedrich Nietzsche

9780857088444 
The Interpretation 
of Dreams: The 
Psychology 
Classic
sigmund freud

9780857088550 
The Prophet: The 
Spiritual Classic
kahlil gibran

9780857080080
The Science of 
Getting Rich: The 
Original Classic
Wallace Wattles

9780857086273
The Ancient Classics  
Collection:  
The Art of War and  
Tao Te Ching

9780857086266
The Influential Classics 
Collection:  
The Republic and  
The Prince 

9780857086259
The Success Classics 
Collection:  
Think and Grow Rich and  
The Science of Getting Rich

these stunning hardback editions are authoritative but accessible which makes them perfect books for 
not only readers interested in the subject but also general readers who have always been curious about 
these classic works and their authors. also ideal as a gift!

9780857088406 
The Game of Life and 
How to Play It: The 
Self-Help Classic
florence scovel shinn
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